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Abstract
We discuss the translation of anaphoric pronouns in statistical machine translation
from English into French. Pronoun translation requires resolving the antecedents
of the pronouns in the input, a classic discourse processing problem that is usually approached through supervised learning from manually annotated data. We
cast cross-lingual pronoun prediction as a classification task and present a neural
network architecture that incorporates the links between anaphors and potential
antecedents as latent variables, allowing us to train the classifier on parallel text
without explicit supervision for the anaphora resolver. We demonstrate that our
approach works just as well for classification as using an external coreference
resolver whereas its impact in a practical translation experiment is more limited.
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Introduction

Much of the success of statistical machine translation (SMT) has been achieved by training fairly
simple models on large amounts of data consisting mostly of parallel text, which is available in
abundant quantities. The standard SMT models are very local and have difficulties with non-local
linguistic phenomena because they cannot easily pick up the relevant information in a document-wide
context. By contrast, the supervised methods popular in discourse modelling have other limitations.
Systems like coreference resolvers or discourse parsers are often trained on relatively small data sets
with elaborate annotations. In a practical machine translation (MT) task, the annotations may not
provide exactly the information required for MT (task mismatch) or the texts available for training
may not be representative of the texts encountered at test time (domain mismatch).
In this paper, we present results from our research on modelling pronominal anaphora in SMT [1, 2],
a task that requires anaphora resolution, i. e., identifying the antecedents of anaphoric pronouns in
the input texts. We first approach the problem as a classification task and predict the translation of
pronouns in the context of a given reference translation. In this setting, the links between anaphoric
pronouns and their potential antecedents can be modelled as latent variables in a neural network,
which allows us to avoid using annotated data for training the anaphora resolver and to train the
classifier on parallel text only. We demonstrate that this weakly supervised approach works just as
well as using a separately trained anaphora resolution system. By incorporating the classifier into an
end-to-end SMT system, we find evidence that our method works well for training, but the anaphoric
links found by the model are too weak to improve translations at test time.

2

Pronoun Prediction with Latent Anaphora Resolution

The overall setup of the pronoun prediction task is shown in Fig. 1. We are given an English discourse
containing a pronoun along with its French translation and automatically computed word alignments.
We focus on the four English third-person subject pronouns he, she, it and they. The pronoun it,
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The latest version released in March is equipped with . . .
La dernière version lancée en mars est dotée de . . .

It is sold at . . .

• est vendue . . .

Figure 1: Task setup
unlike the other pronouns, can also be an object pronoun, which adds some of noise to our data sets.
The output of the classifier is a multinomial distribution over six classes: Four classes correspond
to the four pronouns il, elle, ils and elles. These are the masculine and feminine singular and plural
forms of the third person subject pronoun, respectively. One class corresponds to the impersonal
pronoun ce or c’, which occurs in some very frequent constructions such as c’est ‘it is’. The elided
form c’ is used when the following word starts with a vowel. A sixth class OTHER indicates that none
of these pronouns was used.
The fundamental input features of the classifier (the words making up the anaphor and the antecedent)
as well as the output labels (the translation of the anaphor) are readily available in parallel text data
and do not require additional annotation. While the anaphoric links must be resolved in order to
predict the translation reliably, this information is not part of the output of the classifier. Instead of
resolving the links explicitly, we can assign a probability to each potential link and marginalise over
the entire set of potential antecedents. The parallel text used to supervise the classifier gives us some
information about the link probabilities since knowing the gender of the translation of a pronoun
limits the set of possible antecedents to those whose translation is morphologically compatible with
the target language (TL) pronoun. The link probabilities can therefore be treated as latent variables in
the classification model.
To put this idea into practice, we design a feed-forward neural network for the classification task. Its
overall structure is shown in Fig. 2. To create input data for the network, we first generate a set of
antecedent candidates for a given pronoun by running the preprocessing pipeline of the coreference
resolution system BART [3]. Each training example for our network can have an arbitrary number of
antecedent candidates. Next, we prepare three types of features. Anaphor context features describe
the source language (SL) pronoun (P) and its immediate context consisting of three words to its left
(L1 to L3) and three words to its right (R1 to R3), encoded as one-hot vectors. Antecedent features
(A) describe an antecedent candidate. Candidates are represented by the TL words aligned to the
syntactic head of the source language markable noun phrase as identified by the Collins head finder
[4], again represented as one-hot vectors. These vectors cannot be fed into the network directly
because their number depends on the number of antecedent candidates and on the number of TL
words aligned to the head word of each antecedent. Instead, they are averaged to yield a single vector
per antecedent candidate. Finally, anaphoric link vectors (T) describe the relationship between an
anaphor and a particular antecedent candidate. These vectors are generated by the feature extraction
machinery in BART and include a standard set of features for coreference resolution [5, 6] borrowed
wholesale from a working coreference system.
In the forward propagation pass, the input word representations are mapped to a low-dimensional
representation in an embedding layer (E). In this layer, the embedding weights for all the SL vectors
(the pronoun and its 6 context words) are tied, so if two words are the same, they are mapped to the
same lower-dimensional embedding regardless of their position relative to the pronoun. To process
the information contained in the antecedents, the network first computes the link probability for each
antecedent candidate. The anaphoric link features (T) are mapped to a hidden layer with logistic
sigmoid units (U). The activations of the hidden units are then mapped to a single value, which
functions as an element in an internal softmax layer over all antecedent candidates (V). This softmax
layer assigns a probability p1 . . . pn to each antecedent candidate. The antecedent feature vectors A
are projected to lower-dimensional embeddings, weighted with their corresponding link probabilities
and summed. The weighted sum is then concatenated with the source language embeddings in the E
layer. The embedding of the antecedent word vectors is independent from that of the SL features
since they refer to a different vocabulary.
In the next step, the entire E layer is mapped to another hidden layer (H), which is in turn connected
to a softmax output layer (S) with 6 outputs representing the classes ce, elle, elles, il, ils and OTHER.
The non-linearity of both hidden layers is the logistic sigmoid function. The dimensionality of the
source and target language word embeddings is 20 in our setup, resulting in a total embedding layer
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Figure 2: Neural network with latent anaphora resolution
TED talks
external coref
latent coref
(Accuracy: 0.700)
(Accuracy: 0.696)
P
R
F
P
R
F
ce
elle
elles
il
ils
OTHER

0.634
0.756
0.679
0.719
0.663
0.743

0.747
0.617
0.319
0.591
0.940
0.678

0.686
0.679
0.434
0.649
0.778
0.709

0.618
0.754
0.737
0.718
0.652
0.741

0.722
0.548
0.340
0.629
0.916
0.682

0.666
0.635
0.465
0.670
0.761
0.711

News commentary
external coref
latent coref
(Accuracy: 0.576)
(Accuracy: 0.597)
P
R
F
P
R
F
0.477
0.498
0.565
0.655
0.570
0.567

0.344
0.401
0.116
0.626
0.834
0.573

0.400
0.444
0.193
0.640
0.677
0.570

0.419
0.547
0.539
0.623
0.596
0.614

0.368
0.460
0.135
0.719
0.783
0.544

0.392
0.500
0.215
0.667
0.677
0.577

Table 1: Classification results
size of 160, and the size of the last hidden layer is set to 50. In experiments with larger layer sizes,
we obtained similar, but no better results. The network is trained with the RMSPROP algorithm with
cross-entropy as the training objective. The gradients are computed using backpropagation. Note that
the number of weights in the network is the same for all training examples even though the number
of antecedent candidates varies because all weights related to antecedent word features and anaphoric
link features are shared between all antecedent candidates.
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Experimental Results and Discussion

We run experiments with two different test sets. The TED data set consists of around 2.6 million
tokens of lecture subtitles released in the WIT3 corpus [7]. We extract 71,131 training examples
from this corpus. The examples are randomly partitioned into a training set of 56,905 examples
and a validation set and a test set of 7,113 examples each. The official WIT3 development and test
sets are not used in our classifier experiments because we want to reserve some held-out data for
MT experiments. The News commentary data set is version 6 of the parallel News commentary
corpus released as a part of the WMT 2011 training data [8]. It contains around 2.8 million tokens of
news text and yields 31,090 data points, which are randomly split into 28,090 training examples and
validation and test sets of 1,500 examples each.
In Table 1, we compare experimental results from two systems. The system labelled latent coref
refers to the system described in the previous section. The system named external coref is similar,
but instead of modelling anaphora resolution as latent variables, it relies on the external coreference
resolution system BART [3]. It uses a classifier similar to the one in Fig. 2, but the V layer is replaced
by probability estimates derived from the machine learning component of BART, which is trained on
the coreference-annotated ACE02-npaper corpus [9], and the T and U layers are absent.
Evaluation results are presented in terms of overall accuracy and precision (P), recall (R) and F-score
(F) for the individual output classes. The overall accuracy is heavily dominated by the performance
on the most frequent output classes. A simple majority class baseline achieves accuracies of 0.622
and 0.555 on TED and News commentary data, respectively. Majority choices are generally handled
well by SMT systems, even without specific pronoun handling capacities, so to determine how much
value a classifier will add to an MT system, it is more interesting to look at the performance of the
3

(a) BLEU scores
Corpus
News
TED
Anaphora res. predicted predicted gold
Baseline
With classifier

0.2439
0.2440

(b) Human evaluation
Baseline
with classifier
News/pred.
TED/gold
–
+
–
+

0.3086
0.3088 0.3089

–
+

3
13

17
2

18
7

29
10

Table 2: SMT results
more infrequent output classes. The pronoun elles is particularly interesting. It is the feminine plural
of the third person subject pronoun, and it usually corresponds to the English pronoun they. It is a
marked choice which is used instead of the masculine default ils only if the antecedent is exclusively
comprised of linguistic elements of feminine grammatical gender, making up no more than 3–4 % of
the training set. The distinction between ils and elles cannot be predicted from the English source
pronoun or its context; making correct predictions requires knowledge about the antecedent of the
pronoun. Because of these special properties of elles, the performance on this class is a good indicator
of how well a classifier can represent relevant knowledge about pronominal anaphora as opposed to
overfitting to source contexts or acting on prior assumptions about class frequencies.
In the results of Table 1, we find that the overall accuracy of the two systems compared are similar.
For the TED talks, the accuracy drops by a mere 0.4 %, whereas it improves by 2.1 % for the News
commentaries. Clearly, the removal of the coreference-annotated data from the training process has
no major negative effect on performance. What is interesting is that the performance on the pronoun
elles actually improves in both systems, with a gain of 3.1 % F-score for the TED talks and 2.2 % for
News. We interpret this as evidence for the effectiveness of our latent anaphora resolution approach.
The ultimate goal of our research is to use the pronoun prediction classifier as a feature model in SMT.
To test its performance, we integrate it in an English–French SMT system based on the documentlevel decoder Docent [10, 11]. Owing to space constraints, we cannot give a detailed description
of these experiments. Our SMT system is trained on data from WMT, enriched by TED talks from
WIT3 in the TED case. An initial translation is created with the sentence-level decoder Moses [12]
with a set of standard baseline models. Then it is processed with the document-level hill climbing
algorithm in Docent using the pronoun prediction classifier in addition to the baseline models. In the
standard condition labelled predicted in Table 2, we resolve pronouns with our classifier as described
in the previous section. For TED data, there is a test set with manually resolved pronouns [13], which
allows us to run an oracle experiment exploiting gold-standard anaphoric links instead of using the T,
U and V layers for anaphora resolution. Even in this gold condition, the classifier is trained without
manual coreference annotations. Manual annotations are only used at test time.
In terms of BLEU scores [14], the impact is negligible (Table 2a). Since BLEU is known to be
unreliable for evaluating pronoun translation [15], we have done a simple human evaluation on a
sample of the data in the News/predicted and the TED/gold conditions. The annotators are asked
to determine the correct pronoun in the context of the actual machine translation. A subset of this
evaluation is presented in Table 2b. The contingency table shows the counts of pronouns matching
(+) or conflicting with (–) the human annotation for our SMT system and the baseline in cases where
the pronouns generated by the two systems are different. In the News experiment with predicted
anaphora resolution, the impact of the model is quite small and not statistically significant. In the
TED experiment with oracle links, however, the improvement we observe is significant at a 0.01 level
in Liddell’s test [16]. We conclude that our latent anaphora resolution method is sufficiently effective
for classifier training, but that the quality of its output is still insufficient to use it at test time.
In sum, our experimental results suggest that parallel texts contain valuable information about
pronominal anaphora that can be exploited as a form of weak supervision to train an anaphora
resolution component. Evaluated as a classifier, latent anaphora resolution performs comparably
to using an external coreference resolution system trained on manually annotated data, which is
remarkable. When the classifier is integrated into an end-to-end SMT system, its performance is
insufficient to improve the MT output. There is evidence that the problematic step is anaphora
resolution at test time, while training the classifier without annotated data seems to work fairly
well. We see these results as encouraging and expect that they can be further optimised, e. g., by
improving the structure of the classifier or by exploiting the existing out-of-domain data sets with
manual annotations in addition to the in-domain parallel data in the training process.
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